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time between the two earthquakes
as no more than five minutes. It is
even more difficult to estimate the
time between successive waves or
the duration of turbulent wave activity .The time between them may
have been fairly short since people
described the second wave as riding on the back of the first (see Figure 4 for more detail).
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town of Aitape (see Figure 1). Approximately 15,000 people lived
along this coastal stretch prior to the
tsunami. The closest tide gauge
which recorded the tsunami waves
was at Manus, 640 km from the epicenter. The characteristics of the
tsunami in the affected area can be
determined only from field studies of
the effects of the waves and by interviews with survivors.
Three international tsunami field
teams visited the region prior to our
arrival. The International Tsunami
Survey Team (ITST) traveled to the
region two weeks after the tsunami
to measure run-up heights from
available high-water marks. A reconnaissance team from the New
Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering arrived in the area one
month after the tsunami to examine
the effects of the waves on structures and landforms and to analyze
sediment deposits. A second ITST
team spent time in the region in late
September studying sedimentation,
erosion and flow characteristics of
the waves.
In addition, Professor Hugh Davies
of the University of Papua New
Guinea has made repeated trips to
the Aitape region, the affected villages and the Care Centers to
speak with survivors. The summary
of wave characteristics given below
has been drawn from the survey

sources

team results

and Oavies'

reports

At least 20 minutes elapsed between the mainshock of the earthquake and the arrival of the first
wave at most coastal locations
(Hugh Davies, personal communication). The first wave arrived
shortly after the aftershocks. Only
in the Arop area did survivors not
report feeling the strong aftershock
before the tsunami hit.

The waves uprooted trees, snapped
tree trunks and piled debris as far
as 500 m inland from the coast. Inland from the lagoon, mature mangroves were snapped off 1 to 2 m
above the water level at distances
of 1300 m. From watermarks and
debris left in trees, wave heights
have been estimated at an average
elevation of 10 m along the sand
spit separating Sissano Lagoon
from the ocean. At severallocations, peak heights approached 15
m. The zone of very high elevations
is narrowly focused on a 20-km
zone centered at the lagoon, and
heights rapidly diminish away from
this zone.

First there was a drawdown, or
negative wave, which exposed the
sea floor. There were extremely
loud sounds at this time, variously
described as like a jet plane or a
bomb. Many people went down towards the beach to determine what
the sounds were. Then the first
positive wave arrived. At Arop villages, survivors say a blast of air
strong enough to knock people over
preceded that wave. Survivors from
the Warupu and Arop villages described the second positive wave as
a breaking wave or bore which
broke on top of the villages, sweeping over the spit and washing debris
into the lagoon. Most describe the
first wave as the strongest, but
some say the second was larger
and produced more damage.
Survivor estimates of elapsed time
are notoriously inaccurate. Most
persons we talked to estimated the
2

Figure 2 -Mangroves were heavily damaged.
(photo:Preuss)
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There is currently no consensus on
the cause of the tsunami. It is difficult to explain why the relatively
modest magnitude earthquake resuited in the very large wave
heights concentrated over a small
area. There would seem to be
more causes than the tectonic deformation associated with the earthquake itself. Other mechanisms
that have been proposed include
submarine slumping, a combination
of tectonic and landslide sources,
diapiric emplacement of mud volcanoes, and ocean bottom topography. Research is underway in severa! countries in an effort to understand the mechanisms involved.

Deaths and Injuries
The tsunami waves hit a section of
the PNG northeastern coast in
which population was concentrated
in ten villages accommodating approximately 15,000 people. Damage
was greatest in the vicinity of Sissa no Lagoon, where the villages on
the spit--Warupu and Arop--were
destroyed. The four Sissano vil-
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lages (Maindroin, Mainya, Amsor,
and Nimas) to the west of the lagoon were heavily damaged, as
were the Malol villages about 10 km
to the east of the lagoon. The government reports that at least 2200
persons died as a result of the tsunami, but the exact toll will never be
known because pre-tsunami population figures are not available.
From the available death and survivor tallies, it is estimated that over

Figure 3 -Site of former villages on denuded sandbar.

30% of the population of the Arop
and Warupu villages were killed.
The casualty rate was less than 5%
of the population in the other affected villages (see Table 2).
People reported that the wave took
them up, ripped off their clothes and
tossed them about. Rescuers
found some victims impaled on
mangrove stumps, and others with
limbs severely cut by metal roofs.

(photo: AFP)
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government funding to operate the
facility and pay staff. There were
only nine patients remaining. The
earthquake was felt in the hospital,
and was followed by a blackout. At

""'

around 8 PM, the first patient (a
man from Aitape with a broken arm)
came to the hospital. That night, reports began to filter in about damaged settlements along the beach,
but no search and resuce efforts
were initiated since it was dark. At
around 11 AM on the 18th the Aitape
hospital reopened.
M
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Gangrene was a major problem; it
set in quickly because of the heat,
but was exacerbated by shock. A
reported 34 amputations had to be
performed. Less severe injuries included a large number of fractures
and serious abrasions.
The hospital in Aitape had two doctors: one operated for 12-hour

waves after the
(map: H.L. Davies)

shifts, and the other provided all the
remaining emergency care. Australian doctors arrived after one week,
followed by teams of Japanese and
Dutch doctors.
At 4 PM on July 17th (the day of the
tsunami), the Aitape hospital had
been officially closed and all the
nurses terminated due to a lack of

4

Response/Communication
The National Disaster Emergency
Services (NDES) Division of the Department of Provincial and Local
Level Governments had been
stripped of its permanent staff in
May 1998, because of budget problems. It was operating with temporary staff at the time of the tsunami.
The tsunami arrived at a little after
7:00 PM on the Friday of a four-day
weekend, so government offices
were closed. The NDES has a 24hour radio alert system, but nobody
was staffing the station (perhaps

~
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because the night position had been
terminated for budgetary reasons).
Shortly after the tsunami, a nun at
the Catholic mission in Malol village
attempted to make radio contact
with the NOES and other missions,
but got no response until the next
morning. On Saturday, the NOES
district administrator returned to Aitape (from Wewak) and began to
mobilize helicopter assistance. Initially, two helicopters delivered a
crew consisting of a head nurse,
four additional nurses and two doctors to the most stricken lagoon
area. The crew stayed at the lagoon until Monday. Triage was
used to select and treat those who
were alive and likely to survive.
Those who were not likely to survive were not treated.

Health
Three of the four health centers located in the inundation area were
destroyed or seriously damaged.
Ongoing delivery of health care was
allocated among three NGOs: the

Source:

National

Disaster & Emergency Services, Dept. of Provincial

Level Governments,
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Temporary

shelter-care

CM (Community Aid Abroad, OXFAM/Australia) was responsible for
Malol; MSF (Medicine Sans Frontiers) for Sissano; and the Red
Cross for the remainder (Arop 1 and
2 and Warupu).
Amputees continue to receive care
in the Rehabilitation Hospital, formerly a leprosy hospital run by the
Catholic church. The hospital had

centers.

an artificiallimb-making workshop
for leprosy patients, so it was the
obvious place for an amputee rehabilitation center. The hospital has
been conducting training in the use
of new limbs, and in mobility techniques for victims with too much
limb damage for prostheses.

Structures
No structures survived the waves in
the villages of Arop and Warupu.
Houses had been constructed on
elevated posts; in some cases,
posts remained. Of the few more
substantial structures-clinic
and
church facilities built on concrete
slab foundations-only
the foundations remained. The most substantial building was the Sissano Mission built by German missionaries in
1926. The walls were composed of
locally made cement breeze-blocks,
and the building seated 500 people.
Only the foundation remained.

Figure 6- Villagers carry building
constructed
gravel roads.

materials

for their houses

along newly
(photo: Preuss)
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Virtually all survivors required shelter. Seven "care centers" were established, to which victims were assigned based on their residence.
Approximately 10,000 survivors
were accommodated in the care
centers.
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Schools
Five schools were located in the
devastated area. Approximately one
month after the tsunami an attempt
was made to reestablish a school
for each village at the care center.
However, because the mortality rate
was approximately 15% of 1998
school enrollment, the class setting
was too depressing for both the children and the teachers. In one class,
only seven children remained of 45
(Table 4 ). As a consequence,
schools not destroyed have been
abandoned. New schools are currently being organized that will combine the populations of several villages.
Figure 7- A young amputee poses
with his new prosthesis.
(photo: Preuss)

Land Issues
In rural Papua New Guinea, land is
held communally. The land which is
low and marshy had traditionally
been used for gardening. Groups in
five distinct villages were significantly affected by the tsunami. All
but one had both communal lands
on the coast and garden regions
inland. Most groups are establishing new village sites on their own
lands. As of November 20, 1998,
the gardening sites had been
cleaned and housing was under
construction. Arop 1 and 2 village
survivors moved to inland garden
lands north of Pou.
However, residents of the Warupu
Village, originally from Irian Jaya,
owned no traditional lands in or outside of the fully destroyed village.
Since the Warupu had no property,
their survivors remain at a care center. The National Land Division has
been negotiating to acquire land for
a new village for the Warupu, but
has not been successful to date because of land disputes.

Infrastructure:
Sanitation

Access and

Emergency response was hampered by the paucity of roads into
the devastation area. PNG roadways fall into four classes: allweather hard or loose surface; dryweather loose or light surface; vehicle track; and foot track. At the time
of the tsunami, the dry-weather road

extended from Aitape to Malol. The
remainder of the area was served
by vehicle tracks. Arop villages,
Warupu and Sissano were served
only by foot tracks since the tsunami occurred at the beginning of
the rainy season. Gravel roads
have been built, but may not be
passable during the next rainy season. Thus, road building continues
to be an important part of recovery .
The country uses four sources of
water: deep wells with pumps
(generally very expensive); shallow
wells; rainwater catchment (the
most common source, but these
sources were destroyed by the tsunami); and spring-fed systems. The
new relocated villages have been
using surface water from five rivers
feeding into the lagoon for cooking,
washing, and waste. Because the
water table is too close to the surface, it is impossible to build latrines. Coliform count in the rivers
has reached alarming levels. Health
and sanitation problems in the care
centers have become acute concerns. The Red Cross is preparing
for cholera, typhoid and malaria epidemics.

*Nine (9) high school students killed while on school holidays.
Source: National Disaster & Emergency Services, DeFt. of Provincial & Local Level Governmentsc
Papua New Guinea, August 1998.
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villages had taken immediate action
after the earthquake, they were too
far from higher ground or inland
sanctuaries to take refuge. The lagoon side of the spit was at least as
dangerous as the ocean side: 1-2 m
of material had been eroded, probably by a combination of turbulent
tsunami wave action and high current velocities within the lagoon.

Figure
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4) 24-hour
emergency
contact
points are essential.
Although a
24-hour emergency contact point
had been established by NOES, it
was not operational at the time of
the tsunami. The radio system established by the Catholic Diocese
was a communication
link, but no
one answered at NOES.

erosion.
(photo: Preuss)

The Red Cross and AusAid are
leading intensive efforts to provide a
sanitation infrastructure before the
next rainy season. The international
community was generous in donations to Papua New Guinea after
the tsunami. However, most of the
funding was to support response
and immediate medical needs.
There has been very little money for
recovery , especially the repair or
construction of infrastructure.

1998 event. The matron at the Aitape hospital said that a large number of elderly people survived the
tsunami because, immediately after
the quake, they got into boats and
headed toward the back of the lagoon or moved to higher ground. A
survivor from Arop village told us
that the younger people laughed at
the elders' warnings. The 15-25
minutes between the earthquake
and the first wave was sufficient
time for many to have reached
safety .

Recommendations

Our reconnaissance study allowed
us to assess factors which may
have exacerbated or reduced the
tsunami impacts. We share some
observations here in order to identify mitigation issues which can be
applied to other tsunami-prone areas.

2) Loud sounds
from the sea can
be a warning.
Survivors described
the tsunami as sounding like a
bomb or a jet plane offshore, and
walked down to the beach to see
where the sound was coming from.
A roaring sound as an indicator of
an approaching
tsunami should be
emphasized
in tsunami education
materials.

5) Inadequate assessment
slows response. Aitape had damage and injuries from the tsunami,
but no one there considered that
other areas may have been hit
harder. Assessment of the hardest
hit areas was slow, resulting in a
belated response and additional fatalities. Areas vulnerable to tsunami
had not been identified beforehand
and there was no plan or strategy to
assess all vulnerable locations.
6) Injuries caused by tsunami
need immediate care. Fractures,
abrasions, deep cuts and broken
limbs were the most common form
of injuries (caused by impact with
debris, mangroves and trees). Survivors said their wounds did not
bleed, a common result of shock.
Because they did not receive medical help for over 12 hours, many
developed gangrene and subsequently required limb amputation.
7) Vegetation

1) Oral tradition is an important
tool. Reports indicate that some
elderly people understood the relation between ground shaking and
tsunami hazard, and told others to
move inland after the earthquake.
Previous tsunamis hit the Aitape
region in 1907 and 1935, although
they were not as damaging as the

3) Spits

are dangerous

places

in

tsunami-prone
areas.
Sissano
Lagoon is separated from the ocean
by a 7 -km-Iong east spit (Arop 1 & 2
villages), and a 1-km-Iong west spit
(Warupu village).
The spit averages
about 100 m in width and is no
higher than a few meters above sea
level. Even if the people in these
7

does

not

always

help. Although the coast and spit
were heavily vegetated, trees and
mangroves
apparently exacerbated
rather than reduced the impact of
the waves. The spit was covered
with rows of mature coconut palm
trees spaced several meters apart,
with scattered casuarina trees and
dense shrubbery .Many
of the
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palms were uprooted or snapped off
at mid trunk level, swept into the
lagoon or piled up against the back
of the inundation area. The lagoon
was edged by mature mangrove
swamps; the mangroves were
snapped off at 1 to 2 meters above
the lagoon water level, and a number of victims were impaled on the
broken branches.
8) Lagoons are not effective in
dissipating tsunami energy. Making no allowance for unknown detail, the damage to mangroves suggests that high-velocity, debrisstrewn water crossed the lagoon
and extended about twice as far inland as on flat land.
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Figure 10 -Minimal vegetation on coast after the tsunami.
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Web sites
Listed below are three valuable web
sites that provide more information
on the tsunami and its impacts.
1) Report of the 1st International
Tsunami Survey Team:
http :llwww .tsu nami.civil.tohoku
ac.j plhokusai2/0
rpt12.html
8
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2) Report of the 2nd International
Tsunami Survey Team:
http:llwalrus.wr
tsunami/itst.html

.usgs.gov/docsl

3) University of Papua New Guinea
Department of Geology:
http :llcorona .pmel. noaa.gov I
-ts u n am i/P N G/U pn g/index. htm I

